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State of Maine
Kennebec, SS.

Superior Court

In re :
SELTZER ÄND RYDHOLM DISTRIBUTORS, INC.
ASSURANCE OF DISCONTINUANCE

A,

Pursuant to Title 5, M.R.S.A. § 210, SELTZER AND RYDHOLM

DISTRIBUTORS,

INC. a Maine corporation, tenders hereby, without
ft

admission with respect to any issue and without this Assurance
of Discontinuance constituting evidence or an admission with res- 5
pect to any issue, other than as provided by Title 5, M.R.S.A.
§ 210, its assurance of discontinuance of the practice of pro
viding carton coolers to certain of its customers engaged in the
retail sale of soda, upon terms not accorded, proportionately, to
all of its customers engaged in such retail sales.

It shall not

be a violation of this Assurance for SELTZER AND RYDHOLM
DISTRIBUTORS,

INC. to engage in the described practice for the

purpose of a good-faith meeting of competition as that affirmative:
defense has been allowed under § 2 (e) of the Robinson-Patman Act
(15 U.S.C. 13(
B.

).

SELTZER AND RYDHOLM DISTRIBUTORS,

INC. stipulates

that any and all carton coolers currently in place pursuant to the
described practice and which will be sold to any of its retail
customers in compliance with this Assurance,

shall be so sold at a'
l

price not less than the cost of the carton cooler to SELTZER AND
RYDHOLM DISTRIBUTORS,

INC.,

less the yearly depreciation calcul-

ated on a straight-line basis from the date of purchase of the
cooler by the Corporation.
Dated:
CYNTHIA A. RYDHOLM
President

j

STATE OF MAINE
!ANDROSCOGGIN,

SS,

The foregoing instrument was acknowledged before me the
___ day of _______

, 1976, by Cynthia A. Rydholm,

President of SELTZER AND RYDHOLM DISTRIBUTORS,

INC. a Maine

corporation, on behalf of the Corporation.

NOTARY PUBLIC

i-

f

I
State of Maine
Kennebec, ss.

Superior Court
!

In Re:

Seltzer and Rydholm
Distributors, Inc.

A.

)
)

ASSURANCE OF DISCONTINUANCE

Pursuant to Title 5, M.R.S.A., § 210, Seltzer and

Rydholm Distributors, Inc., a Maine corporation,

tenders hereby,

I

without admission with respect to any issue and without this
I
Assurance of Discontinuance constituting evidence or an admission j
with respect to any issue, other than that provided by Title 5,
M.R.S.A.,

§ 210, its assurance of discontinuance of the practice

j of providing carton coolers to certain of its customers engaged
!.♦

in the retail sale of soda, upon terms not accorded, proportion!i ately, to all of its customers engaged in such retail sales.
't
j|
B.
Seltzer and Rydholm Distributors, Inc. further stipu[ lates that it shall pay to the office of the Attorney General its
pro rata share of the costs of the investigation made by that
j office into the practice described above.
t
Dated:
June 2, 1976

Cynthia A. Rydholm
President

State of Maine
Cumberland, ss.
The foregoing instrument was acknowledged before me the ____
day o f ________________ , 1976, by Cynthia A. Rydholm, President of
Seltzer and Rydholm Distributors, Inc., a Maine corporation, on
behalf of the Corporation.'.

Notary Public

l

STATE OF MAINE
OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL

JAMES S- ERWIN
Attorney General
State of Maine
v.

LEONARD L. LIZOTTE, d/b/a
THE SEWING MACHINE CENTER
51 Oak Street, Portland,
Maine

EEONARD L. LIZOTTE, d/b/a
MORSE STEREO CENTER, 51
Oak Street, Portland,
Maine

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

DIVISION OF CONSUMER
PROTECTION
CASE NO. 103

FILED

ASSURANCE OF DISCONTINUANCE

The parties hereto have entered into the following
Assurance of Discontinuance agreement:
1. That the said Leonard L. Lizotte is the owner and
operator of both the Sewing Machine Center and the Morse Stereo
Center both being unincorporated entities doing business in the
State of Maine, both of whom are herewith collectively referred
to as "Lizotte".

The principle place of business of said enti

ties is 51 Oak Street, Portland, Maine.
2. That Lizotte is and has been for a period of at least
three years prior hereto engaged in the offering for sale and
sale of sewing machines at the retail level to customers resi
ding in the State of Maine, through at least one branch opera
tion located in said State.
3. That Lizotte is and has been for a period of at least
nine months prior hereto engaged in the offering for sale and
sale of stereo units at the retail level to customers residing
in the State of Maine, through at least one outlet located in
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said State.
4. That in the course and conduct of his business, Lizotte has caused to be mailed to residents residing in the State of
Maine, certain sales letters, containing various statements and
representations considered by the Attorney General to be false
and deceptive.
5. That this Assurance of Discontinuance is for settle
ment purposes only and does not constitute an admission by Lizotte that the questioned acts and practices were unlawful.
6. That pursuant to the provisions of Maine Revised
Statutes Annotated, Title 5, Sections 206-212, as amended, the
parties hereto have agreed to enter into an Assurance of Dis
continuance Agreement wherein the said Lizotte agrees, upon noti
fication that this agreement has been accepted by the Attorney
General, to immediately cease and desist from engaging in any of
the following acts and practices and/or making any of the follow
ing statements and representations in the State of Maine:
a) That all future sales letters, brochures and
advertisements mailed by Lizotte will delete any reference to or
in any manner give'^ the impression that its sewing machines "can
be received by ’selected' persons at no charge" with the purchase
of a service policy.

Said sales letters, brochures and advertise

ments will further eliminate any impression that said sewing
machines are "free" or are being given away "at no charge", when
a condition for receiving the sewing machine is that the customer
purchase a 10-year service policy for $89.50(^t

r

b) That Lizotte will cause to be inserted in all
future sales letters, brochures and advertisements the designa
tion of a reasonable time limit within which the offer is valid,

3

and that such offer will not be honored after the expiration of
said period, unless arrangements are made between Lizotte and a
purchaser or prospective purchaser prior to expiration of said
period.

c) That Lizotte will delete any reference in future
sales letters, brochures and advertisements that its sewing ma 
il^

V . ptUa-'v.

\

chine "is nationally advertised at $219.00"/\unless in truth and
in fact, its sewing machine is not only advertised at said price
but that a efep-st ant -lari number of sales have actually been made
in the recent past in the local market of the identical machine
at such price.
d) That Lizotte will discontinue using the word
"promotional" or "promotional campaign", as used in the context
of its sales letters, unless in truth and m
efforts are, in fact,

fact, its sales

"promotional" as distinguished from an

ordinary, routine or everyday sales effort.
e) That Lizotte will delete any reference in its
future sales letters, brochures and advertisements to the effect
that the customer's "only requirement to receive" a sewing ma
chine is to purchase a 10-year service and instruction policy.
f) That Lizotte will fully and fairly disclose to
<r\
,
&
a.
each customer purchasing a machine on credit or over an extended
period of time, that a security interest shall be retained in
said machine until all deferred payments have been made, provi
ding such is, in fact, true, and applicable to the type of credit
transaction involved.
g) That Lizotte will clearly and fully disclose in
its future sales letters, brochures and advertisements the mater
ial provisions, conditions,

limitations and exclusions of its

service policy.
h) That Lizotte in his future sales letters, bro
chures and advertisements will clearly and accurately disclose
the fact that in order for a Maine customer to obtain a sewing
machine,

it is first necessary as a condition for receiving said

machine for the customer to purchase a 10-year service and in
struction policy in the total amount of $89.50

(or any other

amount) plus Maine Sales Tax.
i) That all future sales letters, brochures and
advertisèments mailed by Lizotte will delete any reference to or
in any manner give the impression that its stereos "can be re
ceived by 1selected' persons at no charge" with the purchase of
a record contract.

Said sales letters, brochures and advertise

ments will further eliminate any impression that said stereos

are

"free" or are being given away "at no charge", when a condition
for receiving the stereo is that the customer purchase a record
contract for $240.004 ^
j) That Lizotte will cause to be inserted in all
future sales letters, brochures and advertisements the designa
tion of a reasonable time limit within which the offer is valid,
and that such offer will not be honored after the expiration of
said period, unless arrangements are made between Lizotte and a
purchaser or prospective purchaser prior to expiration of said
period.
k) That Lizotte will delete any reference in future
sales letters, brochures and advertisements that its stereo is
valued at $269.50flunless in truth and in fact, a substantial
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number of sales have actually been made in the recent past in
the local market of the identical stereo at such price.
l) That Lizotte will discontinue using the word
"promotional" or "special merchandising promotion", as used in
the context of its sales letters, unless in truth and in fact,
its sales efforts are, in fact,

"promotional" as distinguished

from an ordinary, routine or everyday sales effort.
m) That Lizotte will delete any reference in its
future sales letters, brochures and advertisements to the effect
that the customer1s only requirement to receive a stereo is to
purchase a record contract.
n) That Lizotte will clearly and fully disclose
in its future sales letters, brochures and advertisements the
material provisions, conditions,

limitations and exclusions of

its record contract.
6) That Lizotte in his future sales letters, bro
chures and advertisements will clearly and accurately disclose
the fact that in order for a Maine customer to obtain a stereo,
it is first necessary as a condition for receiving said stereo
for the customer to purchase a record contract in the total
amoung of $240.00
7.

(or any other amount) plus Maine Sales Tax.
That Lizotte will, after notification that this

agreement has been accepted by the Attorney General, forthwith
cause to be distributed a copy of this Assurance of Discontin
uance Agreement to all operating divisions, offices and employee

6

8.

That it is further understood and agreed by the parti

hereto that no proceeding shall be instituted hereafter by the
Attorney General on the specific activities covered by this
Agreement unless the Agreement shall have been breached or violatèd.

DATED :

-y

JOHN E. QUINN
Assistant Attorney General
State of Maine

.

LEONARD L. LIZOTTE
The Sewing Machine Center
and
The Morse Stereo Center
51 Oak Street
Portland, Maine

/

TO:

Sherwood R. Francis, Manager
Sherred Village Management Co.
Bath, Maine
04530

CIVIL INVESTIGATIVE
DEMAND NO.
249
You are hereby required to attend and give testimony under
oath at a hearing to be held at the at the Sagadahoc County
Courthouse, 752 High St., Bath, Maine on Monday, June 14, 1976,
at 9:30 a.m. in the forenoon.
You are further required at that
time and place to produce and make available for inspection and
copying,

to the members of the Attorney G e n e r a l 1s staff named

herein,

all documents listed in the attached Schedule A.
i

This notice of examination is issued pursuant to Maine
Revised Statutes Annotated, Title 5, Section 211, as amended.
Violations of Section 207 of Title 5, Maine Revised Statutes

Annotated, are under investigation, and the general subjectmatter of that investigation is

the practice of failing to

return monies accepted as security deposits on rental units in
*

Sherred Village,

Bath, Maine.

I
For the purposes of this investigation, the documentary
material in the attached schedule shall be made available to,
and the testimony of witnesses shall be taken by, the following

i
members of the Attorney Gene r a l ’s staff:
Cheryl Harrington, Assistant Attorney General
Barbara Rohrbaugh, Examiner

t
O

t

I

Any request that testimony taken pursuant to this demand be

|

recorded under the provisions of Title 5, M.R.S.A., § 211 should
• be made to this office not later than five
t

(5) days prior to the

date of the hearing.
Your attention is directed to Section 212 of the Unfair

1 Trade Practices Act, which provides that failure to comply with
i this notice and intentional concealment, withholding,

destruction,

i alteration or falsification of documentary material may be
punishable by a fine up to five thousand dollars.
Issued at Augusta, Maine, this

24th

day of

May,

1976

JOSEPH E. BRENNAN
Attorney General I

I
i
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i

SCHEDULE A
Documents, as used herein,
of written,

shall mean and include any kind

typed, or printed matter, or copies thereof,

less of the form or method of reproduction,

as well as records,

books of account, drawings, graphs, charts, maps,
tape, disc, or wire recordings,

regard

photographs,

computer programs and printouts,

and generally any mechanical or electronic device by which
information may be stored or communicated and shall also mean
and include all such materials in your possession,

custody or"

control in any way containing, or pertaining to the information
or topics itemized below, whether used for the purpose of
recording or communicating for your own use or received from or
delivered to others.
The documents to be produced are:
1.

those which contain the names of all persons who rented

units in Sherred Village between January 1, 1974 and January 1,
1976.
2.

those which reflect the amount of money accepted by

Sherred Village as a security deposit from each and every person
who rented a unit in Sherred village between January 1, 1974 and
January 1, 1976.
3.

those which reflect the amount of money accepted as

security deposits which was in fact returned at the termination of
the period of rent or lease to each and every person who rented a
unit in Sherred Village between January 1, 1974 and January 1,
1976.

STATE OF MAINE
KENNEBEC, SS.

STATE OF MAINE,
Plaintiff
v.
S N O W ’S TIRES, INC.
249 Western Avenue
Augusta., Maine
and
15.0 Center Street
Auburn, Maine
and
Stanley G. Snow, President
R.F.D. #1
Poland Springs, Maine,
Defendants

The State of Maine, by and through Jon A. Lund, Attorney
General of the State of Maine, alleges as follows:

PARTIES, JURISDICTION AND VENUE
1.
Maine,

Jon A. Lund, as the Attorney General of the State of
acting to protect the public as consumers and competitors

from deceptive, unfair, and unlawful business practices submits
this action in the public interest in the name of the State of
Maine.

2:

The Attorney General'commences this action under the

authority of the provisions of the Maine Revised Statutes
Annotated, Title 5, Sections 206-212, as amended,

(Unfair Trade

Practices A c t ) .

cy

Page Two

3.

Defendant, Snow's Tires,

Inc., is a corporation author-

:■
j' ized to do business under and by virtue of the laws of the
State of Maine.

Said corporation has a place of business in

i!
I; the County of Kennebec at 249 Western Avenue, Augusta, Maine, and
I!

in the County of Androscoggin at 150 Center Street, Auburn, Marne.

!:
{
■

4.

Defendant Stanley G. Snow is the President of said

|
corporate defendant and upon information and belief resides in

1
! Poland Springs, Androscoggin County, Maine.

He directs and

I
j formulates the policies of said corporate defendant and controls
I
i
the acts and practices hereinafter set forth.

5.

Defendant Stanley G. Snow; President of Snow's Tire, Inc.,,
j
and- Defendant Snow's Tire, Inc. transact business within the
County of Androscoggin and within the County of Kennebec, State
of Maine.

The violations of law hereinafter described have

|occurred within the County of Androscoggin and in. thelCounty of

...
jKennebec, State of Maine.

The actions of Defendants as set

forth below are in violation of the laws and public policies
of the State and are inimical to the rights and interests of
the People of Maine as consumers and as competitors.

NATURE OF TRADE AND COMMERCE
|

!
.

6.

Defendant-. Snow's Tire, Inc. and Defendant Stanley G.

Snow, in their own behalf and through their agents, representatives!
I
and employees, all hereinafter referred to as Defendants are
j
engaged in the business of servicing and repairing motor vehicles
i
J

and selling automobile parts and accessories.
II

In the course of conducting the trade and commerce
described above, Defendants have utilized the methods, acts,
and practices stated in the First and Second Causes of Action
which are unfair and deceptive practices in violation of Title 5,
Sections 206-212, as amended,

of the Maine Revised Statutes

Annotated.

FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION
8.

The allegations of paragraphs 1 through 7 are ihcor-

i.

porated by reference in this First Cause of Action as if
fully set forth herein.
m

'

9.

Defendants, in the course of servicing or repairing

certain automobiles have represented to consumers either
directly or by implication that certain services and the
replacement of certain automobile part.s were necessary when
in truth and in fact said services and replacements were
unnecessary.

SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION
10.

The allegations of paragraph 1 through 9 are incor

porated by reference in this Second Cause of Action as if
fully set forth herein.1

11.

Defendants, in the course of servicing or repairing

certain automobiles have performed services and repairs such as
aligning an automobile when in truth and in fact said services
and repairs were unnecessary.

WHEREFORE,
1.

PLAINTIFF PRAYS

That the Court declare that the aforementioned business

practices constitute unfair and deceptive trade practices in
violation of Title 5 M.R.S.A. §§ 206-212, as amended, and
preliminarily and permanently enjoin the Defendants and any
officers, agents,

servants or employees as wall as any and

all other persons in active concert or participation with
them from hereafter:

a)

continuing to make any of the misrepresentations

specified in paragraph 9 of this complaint
b)

continuing to perform services and repairs

which are unnecessary as specified in paragraph 11
of this complaint.

2.

That the Court grant such other and further

relief as the Court deems just equitable to dissipate the
effects of the false, misleading, unfair and unlawful
acts and practices complained of herein, including restitution
to the consumers and judgment for Plaintiff's investigative
expenses

(as provided by Title 5 M.R.S.A. Section 209, as

amended).

3.

That if this request for an injunctive order

be granted, that no bond be required because counsel for
the Plaintiff is a public official of the State of Maine,
and acting in his official capacity to protect the interest
of the State, particularly in regard to the area of
protection of the People of the State of Maine from Unfair
Trade Practices.

C

DATED:

-Page five

August 2, 1973

C
-HiJ

Respectfully submitted,

[

JON A. LUND
-Attorney General

i
/
t/f. \
tsisPT. K
A , -Z^t
Aiu
-RAHTTfNN FRENCH'
Assistant Attorney General
Consumer Fraud Division

;

STATE OF MAINE
PENOBSCOT, SS.

SUPERIOR COURT
Civil Action
Docket No. 76-189

STATE OF MAINE,
Plaintiff
v.
RANDOLPH SPAIN, JR.
and
THOMAS M. OBEY,
Defendants

FINDINGS OF FACT, RULINGS OF LAW, CONSENT DECREE

This matter having been presented to this court by the
plaintiff's complaint under Title 5 M.R.S.A. § 209 for restitu
tion and a permanent injunction,

the parties in this matter

being represented by counsel, have appeared before this court
and have mutually agreed and stipulated to this court's entry
of the following Findings of Fact, Rulings of Law and Final
Judgment and Decree in this matter:

FINDINGS OF FACT AND RULINGS OF LAW;
I.

II.

This court has jurisdiction over subject matter
of this complaint and the complaint is not barred
by the statute of limitations.
This court has
personal jurisdiction of each of the defendants.
The complaint states claims upon which relief
may be granted against the defendants under Title
5 M.R.S.A. § 209.
The court finds the allegations in paragraphs 3-10
of the plaintiffs complaint to be true and finds
that the defendants have violated Title 5 M.R.S.A.
§ 207 as more particularly set out in paragraph
9 of the plaintiff1:-, complaint.

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED ADJUDGED AND DECREED AS FOLLOWS
III.

The defendant Thomas M. Obey is ordered to make
restitution to the following cpnsumer? in thè
foilowii ìg amour)ts ;1
3
2
1.
2.
3.

Richard DiMauro, South Portland, Maine---$200
Robert Cowan, South Portland, Maine------ $200
Oniel Boucher, Lewiston, Maine----------- $200

;
i
i
i
:

j
j
I
1
i
j

:

4.
5.
6.
7.
IV.

VI.

j

The defendant Randolph Spain, Jr. is ordered to
make restitution to the following consumers in
the following amounts;
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

V.

James C. Farrington, Farmingdale, Maine----$400
Leroy C. Wormell, Westbrook, Maine--------- $300
Robert Bowley, Orrington, Maine-----:------- $100
Ivan M. McKee, Coburn Gore, Maine---------- $200

Richard DiMauro, South Portland, Maine------ $100
Robert Cowan, South Portland, Maine------------ $100j
Oniel Boucher, Lewiston, Maine--------------- $100
James C. Farrington, Farmingdale, Maine----- $250
Leroy C. Wormell, Westbrook, Maine-----------$100
Stanley 0. Keefe, Bath, Maine---------------- $100
Poulins Garage, Inc., Lewiston, Maine---------- $100j
Peter E. Brackett, Phillips, Maine-----------$100
Thomas P. McCarthy, Portland, Maine----------$100
Morton Karcas, Farmington, Maine------------- $100
Cornelius Small Jr., Westbrook, Maine------- $100
John Peters, Gorham, Maine------------------- $100

The restitution ordered in paragraphs III and IV
above is to be paid to the plaintiff for distri
bution to the named consumers.
The defendants
must make full and complete payment if possible
by June 10, 1976 but in no event later than July 12,
1976;
Each defendant is permanently enjoined from accepting
money or other thing of value as a deposit or other
wise (hereinafter, a deposit) for the purchase of
a new or used automobile, truck or other motor
vehicle unless and until;

a written agreement is entered into between
the defendant and a consumer which agree
ment expressly sets out all terms and con
ditions under which the defendant receives
hi
(\ * * . r
the
deposit and all terms and conditions
&U ^ L u ^
under which a deposit will be returned to
<>r' ^ rj\ ^
the consumer, and (b) the defendant sets
aside any such deposit received from a
consumer and holds same in a separate escrow
account.
No deposit shall be withdrawn
from said account unless and until delivery
jjp
|^of the purchased motor vehicle as ordered
vA'
has been accomplished. ' Upon receipt of
i r
a consumer complaint, representatives of
the Attorney General's office shall be given
access to all of the defendants 1 books and
records containing information relating to
aforementioned escrow accounts;
(a)
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VII.

The defendants shall at all times honor the terms
and conditions of any agreements entered into pur
suant to the injunction issued in paragraph VI above.

Justice Presiding

Seen and Agreed To :

Michael A. Feldman, Esq.
Assistant Attorney General
For the Plaintiff

*
Errol Paine, Esq.
Attorney For the Defendants

"* STATE OF MAINE

SUPER I OR-COURT “
-- rrc-l-yiL "ACTION-- DOCKET NO._________

PENOBSCOT, ss.

STATE OF

MAINE,
Plaintiff

vs.
RANDOLPH
SPAIN, JR.
and THOMAS M. OBEY,
Defendants
*-

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

COMPLAINT

The State of Maine, by and through its attorney, alleges; ..
1.

This is an action under Title 5 M.R.S.A. § 209 to enjoin

the Defendants' unfair and deceptive acts or practices in violation
of Titie 5 M.R.S.A. § 207 and to recover for consumers monies which
the Defendants have acquired from said consumers by means of the
Defendants' unfair and deceptive acts or practices.
2.

The Defendant, Randolph Spain, Jr., has a principal place

of business in the City o f #Brewer, Penobscot County, State of Maine.
The Defendant, Thomas M. Obey, has a principal place of business in
the City of Bangor, Penobscot County, State of Maine.

Each Defendant

was given 10 days notice prior to the commencement of this action
as required by Title 5 M.R.S.A. § 209.
3.

Each Defendant is engaged in the business of selling new

and used automobiles, trucks and motor vehicles of all descriptions.
4.

During the years 1973 and 1974, the Defendant Spain, d/b/a

Motor City Auto Brokers, New England Auto Brokers, and Northeast
Auto Brokers,.received deposits of $200 or more from numerous
consumers.

These deposits were to be applied to the purchase of an

automobile or truck.

Defendant Spain promised consumers delivery of

their vehicles within four to six weeks from the date on which he
received their deposits.
5.

Upon receipt of the consumers' deposits, defendant Spain

retained a portion of the deposit and foruarded the consumers' motor
vehicle purchase orders and the remainder of the deposits to
Defendant Obey, d/b/a Ob e y 's Auto Broker Service.

On receipt of his

share of these deposits, Defendant obey would make such efforts as he
deemed appropriate to purchase the ordered motor vehicles.

6.

With regard to the following consumers, the Defendants have

received the amount of the deposit indicated below their names and
have neither delivered the motor vehicle ordered within six weeks of
the day of payment of deposit; nor refunded, after demand by the
consumer, the amounts deposited:
Name and Address
of Consumer

A.
B.
C.
D.

E.

Date Consumer
Paid Deposit

Amount of
Deposit Re
tained by
Defendant
Spain

Amount of
Deposit
Received :
Defendant
Obey

$100.00

$200.00

Richard DiMauro
South Portland, Me.

10/1/73

Robert Cowan
South Portland, Me.

10/18/73

100.00

200.00

Oniel Boucher
Lewiston, Maine

11/73

100.00

200.00

10/73 and
11/73

250.00

400.00

10/25/73

100.00

200.00

James C. Farrington
Farmingdale, Maine
Leroy C. Wormell
Westbrook, Maine
7.

Regarding the following consumers, although the Defendant

Obey has refuned the deposits which he received, .the Defendant Spain
has continued to refuse to refund the following amounts to the named
consumers:
Name and Address
of Consumer

Date Consumer
Paid Deposit

_________________
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.

Stanley O. Keefe
Bath, Maine

____
1/25/74

Amount of
Deposit Re
tained by
Defendant
Spain
$100.00

Poulin's Garage, Inc.
10/19/73
Lewiston,Maine

100.00

Peter E. Brackett
Phillips, Maine

9/29/73

100.00

Thomas P. McCarthy
Portland, Maine

9/20/73

100.00

10/31/73

100.00

Morton Karcas
Farmington, Maine
Cornelius Small, Jr.
Westbrook, Maine
John Peters
Gorham, Maine

9/73
10/23/73

100.00
100.00

8.

During the year 1975, the Defendant Obey on numerous

occasions received deposits from other consumers toward the purchase
of an automobile or truck and failed to deliver the automobile or
truck within the time in which he represented he would do so.

These

consumers ultimately received a refund of their deposits from Obey,
but this refund was received only after several months of repeated
requests and, in certain cases, only after initially receiving checks
from Obey which were returned due to insufficient funds.

Further, Mr.

Robert Bowley of Orrington, Maine still has not received a refund of
S100 on a motor vehicle which he ordered from the Defendant Obey on
March 26, 1975, and which Obey has failed to deliver.

Mr. Ivan M.

McKee of Coburn Gore, Maine has not received a refund of $200 which
he paid to the Defendant obey as a deposit on a motor vehicle on
9/11/75 which vehicle Obey promised he would deliver within four to
six weeks from the date of deposit.

After waiting for a substantial

period of time beyond the delivery due date, Mr. McKee travelled to
Detroit, Michigan to pick up this motor vehicle.

To date, the

Defendant Obey has refused to refund Mr. McKee's $200 deposit.
9.

By accepting deposits

of money from consumers toward the

purchase

of

motor vehicles andby

failing to

either make timely

delivery

of

the motor vehicles orrefund the deposits paid by the

consumers, the Defendants Spain and Obey have been guilty of unfair
and deceptive acts or practices in the conduct of their trades or
businesses in violation of Title 5 M.R.S.A. § 207 and have acquired
the monies listed in paragraphs 6 through 8 above as a result of their
unlawful acts or practices.
Defendants Obey and Spain will continue to receive money
as deposits toward the purchase of new and used motor vehicles and
will continue in their practice of failing to make timely delivery
of the motor vehicles and failing to refund the deposits received
unless this Court permanently enjoins them from doing so.
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WHEREFORE,

A.

the Plaintiff requests the Court to:

Issue a temporary restraining order restraining the

Defendant Spain from receiving any money or other thing of value as
a deposit or otherwise toward the purchase of either a new or used
automobile,

truck or other motor vehicle, unless and until the motor

vehicle has actually been delivered to the consumer and delivered in
the same condition with the same extras, accessories, renovations
I
*
or repairs agreed upon by the Defendant Spain and the consumer.
B.

•

Issue a temporary restraining order restraining the

Defendant Obey from receiving any money or other thing of value as
a deposit or otherwise toward the purchase of either a new or used
automobile,

truck or other motor vehicle, unless and until the motor

vehicle has actually been delivered to the consumer and delivered in
the same condition with the same extras, accessories, renovations
or repairs agreed upon by the Defendant Obey and the consumer.
C.

, Pending the outcome of this litigation,

enter preliminary

injunctions against each defendant under the same terms and c on
ditions as the restraining orders prayed for in paragraphs A and
B above.
D.

Enter permanent injunctions against each defendant .

under the same terms and conditions as the restraining
orders prayed for in paragraphs A and B above.
E.

Order the Defendant Randolph Spain, Jr. to refund to the

consumers the amounts of money retained by the Defendant Spain, all as
listed in paragraphs 6 and 7 above.

The total sum* to be refunded to.

all consumers by the Defendant Spain is $1,350.
F.

Order the Defendant Obey to refund to the consumers the amounts

of money received by the Defendant Obey, all as listed in paragraphs
6 and 8 above.'

The total sum to be refunded to all consumers by the

Defendant Obey is $1,500.

^ag.e_5i;

t

G.

Issue such other orders and judgments as may be necessary

to restore any persons who have suffered loss by reason of the use
or employment of the acts and practices set forth in this complaint,
any money or property, real or personal, Defendan ts may have acquired
thereby and order the Defendants to pay to the State the costs of
this suit.
Dated:

April 23, 1976-,
MICHAEL FELDMAN
Assistant Attorney General
Consumer Fraud Division
State House, Augusta, Maine 04333

i:

;; TO:

Mr. Randolph Spain, Jr.
c/o George Wood, III
Box 268
RFD 2
Brewer, Maine

CIVIL INVESTIGATIVE
DEMAND NO.

232

You are hereby required to attend and give testimony under
oath at a hearing to be held at the Penobscot County Superior
Court, Bangor, Maine, at 1:00 p . m . , Thursday, January 16, 1975.
si
ji You are further required at that time and place to produce and
make available for inspection and copying, to the members of the
j! Attorney General's staff named herein, all documents described in
l! the attached schedule A that may be in your possession, custody
or control.
This notice of examination is issued pursuant to Maine

j!

Revised Statutes Annotated, Title 5, Section 211, as amended.

ji Violations of Section 207 of Title 5, Maine Revised Statutes
I?
ij Annotated, are under investigation, and the general subject
!.i matter of this investigation is the receipt and retention by you
ii of money from citizens of the State of Maine for the purchase of
new or used automobiles, trucks, or other motor vehicles which
vehicles you have not delivered.

The period of time covered by

this investigation includes any and all payments to you for motor
vehicles received by you or persons in your employ from January 1,
■ 1973 through December 30, 1974.
i_

For the purposes of this investigation, the documentary

jj material in the attached schedule shall be made available to, and
the testimony of witnesses shall be taken by, the following
j members of the Attorney General's staff:
Michael A. Feldman,
t
S Assistant Attorney General and Marvin Ellis, Inspector,
j:

Your attention is directed to Section 212 of the Unfair

j: Trade Practices Act, which provides that failure to comply with
•
; this notice and intentional concealment, withholding, destruction

alteration or falsification of documentary material may be
punishable by a fine up to five thousand dollars.
Issued at Augusta, Maine, this 30th day of December,

1974.

JON A. LUND
Attorney General

by:
Michael A. Feldman
Assistant Attorney General
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SCHEDULE A
'
■
y
>■;
■
Documents,as
used
herein,
shall
mean
and
include any kind
--- ;
— -----

| of written, typed, or printed matter, or copies t h e r e o f r e g a r d l■
s. less of the form or method of reproduction, as well as records,
t
! books of account, drawings, graphs, charts, maps, photographs,

i
1
t-•
■
'
i
i

j
i tape, disc, or wire recordings, computer programs and printouts,
and generally any mechanical or electronic device by which infor

!

mation may be stored or communicated and shall also mean and
I
| include all such materials in your possession, custody or control
i
jj in any way containing, or pertaining to the information or topics I
[
itemized below, whether used for the purpose of recording or
communicating for your own use or received from or delivered to

1

{; others.
The documents to be produced are:

I) any and all documents,

which in any way indicate or disclose monies received by you or
i
j by employees of yours for you from January 1, 1973 through Decern- j
ii
!
y ber 30, 1974, which monies constitute full or partial payment to J
jj
,
!
jj you for the purchase of new or used automobiles, trucks, or other i
If
.
*
! motor vehicles.
The documents demanded herein include any bank
j; deposit slips, bank statements, receipts, business records, tax

!

returns, as well as other documents as defined in the first para- j
I
i graph of this schedule.
II) As many documents as are necessary to
!:
S
show the name and any home address of all persons in your employ
f from January 1, 1973 through December 30, 1974.

Ill) Any and all

y

documents containing an agreement between yourself or persons in
your employ and a citizen of the State of Maine in which you
agree to sell a n e w •or used automobile, truck, or other motor
i
vehicle in return for money or other consideration which agreei
i
i
;
!
j

I
I
merits were entered into from January 1, 1973 through December 30, |
I
1
1974.
IV) Any and all documents including letters which you havej
j
received or records which you have kept from January 1, 1973

j through December 30, 1974 which indicate in any way dissatisfacf. tion with your failure to deliver an automobile, truck, or other
motor vehicle to a person who has made a partial or full payment
to you for the delivery of said motor vehicle.
.

j

-N
J
SUPERIOR COURT
CIVIL DOCKET NO.

STATE OF MAINE
CUMBERLAND, ss,

STATE OF MAINE,
Plaintiff
V.

CHARLES È. STANLEY, JR.,
CHARLES H . SMITH, NORMAND
R - o u e l l :ETTE, DONALD C.
E>ILui N CS , HARRY JOHN
SIMPSON, J R . , ROBERT R.
FORTIN, CARLISLE L.
LURVEY, J R ., RONALD N O E L ,
PAUL CL JOHNSON, ANDREW
MOURGENO S, PAUL BROWN,
WILLIAM DOUGLAS, and
JOHN DDE
Defendants

FINAL JUDGMENT

)
)
)
)
)
\

f

)

P3.aint.iff, the State of Maine, having filed its complaint
herein, and plaintiff and the undersigned defendants, by their
respective attorneys, having consented to the making and entry of
this Final Judgment without admission by any party in respect to
any issue and without this Final Judgment constituting evidence
or an admission by any party thereto with respect to any such
issue:
Now, therefore, before any testimony has been taken herein,
without trial or adjudication of any issue of fact or law herein,
and upon consent of the parties hereto, it is Hereby
ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED as follows:

This Court has jurisdiction over the subject matter of this
action and of the parties hereto.

The complaint states claims

upon which relief may be granted against the defendants under
Chapter 10, Title 5, Maine Revised Statutes Annotated, the Unfair
Trade Practices Act.
II
As used in this Final Judgment:
(A)

"Defendants" shall mean and include each person signing

this decree and, whenever appropriate, shall include any person
acting for or under the control of a signatory of this decree
whether as agent, employee or otherwise;

(B)

"Person" shall mean any individual, partnership,

firm,

association, corporation, or other business or legal entity.

III.
Defendants, whether acting unilaterally or in concert or
agreement with any other person, are enjoined and restrained from
engaging or purporting to be engaged in any of the following
businesses or occupations within the State of Maine:
A.

Providing chimney or furnace cleaning services;

B.

Selling, repairing, installing, or replacing the burner,

furnace, or any other part of a residential heating system;
C.

Providing labor or materials for the repair, alteration,

remodeling, or construction, of residences within the State of
Maine except that,

the defendants identified on Exhibit A to this

Final Judgment may engage in providing labor and materials for
home repair or remodeling for which they are licensed or for
which no license is required, two years following the date of
entry of this Final Judgment if they have not violated any term
or condition of this decree during such two-year period and
subject to the other requirements of this Final Judgment. I
.
V

IV.
Defendants are enjoined and restrained from representing, or
in any way suggesting, to any home owner or any person represent
ing or acting for a home owner that:
A.

Any part of a home heating system, or any other

mechanical or electrical system in a residence, or any structural
part of a residence, is worn out, damaged, or in a dangerous or
inoperable condition, unless such is the fact;
B.

They or any other person is especially qualified or

expert in any aspect of the installation, operation, or repair of
home heating systems, or any other mechanical or electrical
system or structural part of a residence;
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i
I
C.

The price for which defendants, or any of them, or any

other person, offer to provide or are willing to provide any
i
I labor or materials for the purpose of repairing, replacing,
| altering or remodeling a residence, or any part or mechanical or
r electrical system thereof, including but not limited to the
(
: heating system, is less or lower than the usual market value of
!
I such labor and materials;
i
D.
The labor and materials they are offering to provide

\

|

j have a value or cost in excess of the amount customarily charged
|
I
for comparable labor and materials in the area in which defendantst
!
; propose to work.

Defendants are enjoined and restrained from asking,
I
I
{ demanding, or accepting, in exchange for labor and materials used j
to repair, replace, alter or remodel, a residence, or any part or j
mechanical or electrical system thereof, including but not
limited to the heating system, a consideration in money or
money's worth that substantially exceeds the amount customarily
i
li charged for comparable labor and materials in the area where such
I
I
i
ii
ji residence is located.
f|
VI.
Defendants are enjoined and restrained from asking,

|
demanding, or accepting payment of any money or other thing of

i
i value from any person as consideration for labor or materials
I
! used to repair, replace, alter or remodel, a residence, or any
I
j part or mechanical or electrical system thereof, including but
not limited to the heating system, unless they intend to, and
i
Í thereafter do:
j
A.
Furnish the agreed-upon labor and materials within the
j
j time agreed or a reasonable time;
i
f
B.
Perform the agreed work in compliance with all
applicable State and local laws, ordinances and regulations.

!

i
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Vili.
Jurisdiction is retained by this Court for the purpose of
Ì! enabling any of the parties to this Final Judgment to apply to
! this Court at any time for such further orders and directions as
t!
f
lj may be necessary or appropriate for the construction or carrying
j| out of this Final Judgment,

for the modification of any of the

\\

provisions hereof, for the enforcement of complaince therewith,
and for the punishment of violations thereof.

Dated:

Enter:
Justice
Superior Court of Maine
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SUPERIOR COURT
CRIMINAL DOCKET NO

STATE OF MAINE
CUMBERLAND, ss.
STATE OF MAINE,

)
)
)
v.
)
)
CHARLES E. STANLEY, JR.,
)
CHARLES H. SMITH, NORMAND )
R. OUELLETTE, DONALD C.
)
BILLINGS, HARRY JOHN
)
SIMPSON, JR., ROBERT R.
)
FORTIN, CARLISLE L.
)
LURVEY, JR., RONALD NOEL, )
PAUL C. JOHNSON, ANDREW
)
MOURGENOS, PAUL BROWN,
)
WILLIAM DOUGLAS and
)
JOHN DOE,
)
Defendants )
Plaintiff

INDICTMENT FOR VIOLATIONS
OF 17 M.R.S.A., §1601
(cheating by false pretenses)

RECEIVED
iij(v o

ij/5

EDWARD I. rERN3“EIN
.CLERK ur CoJu.a

The Grand Jury charges :
COUNT I
On or about the 17th day of April, 1974, in the County of
Cumberland, State of Maine, with knowledge of the falsity thereof
and with intent to defraud Grace Simonton by inducing her to
purchase a furnace, the defendants, Charles E. Stanley, Jr.,
Charles H. Smith, and Normand R. Ouellette, did falsely pretend
to Grace Simonton that her furnace was not operating properly,
that its condition could cause an explosion that would damage her
home, that her furnace could not be repaired, and that it would
|

be necessary to replace her furnace, which pretense was false, in
that Grace Simonton's furnace was operating properly, was not in
any condition that could cause an explosion, could be repaired,
and it was not necessary to replace said furnace, and in reliance
thereon and believing the pretense to be true, Grace Simonton
paid to Charles Smith the sum of one thousand, four hundred twelve
and 71/100 dollars for a new furnace and the materials and labor
required to install it.

Count I of XIII Counts

Page 1 of 13 pages

\

COUNT II

(of XIII Counts)

On or about the 5th day of June, 1974, in the County of
Cumberland, State of Maine, with knowledge of the falsity thereof
and with intent to defraud Grace Simonton by inducing her to pay
for certain labor and materials, Charles E. Stanley, Jr., Donald
C. Billings and Normand Ouellette did falsely pretend to Grace
1

i

Simonton that they would alter the heating system in her house at
125 Allen Avenue so as to provide more heat in the kitchen by
replacing and adding to the piping, and installing an extra
thermostat and pump, that they would furnish materials and labor
having a value of seven hundred ninety two dollars for this
]

purpose, and subsequently that they had completed the work they
represented they would do, which pretense was false in that the
alterations Stanley, Billings and Ouellette made could not have,
and did not in fact have, any effect on the heat supplied to
Mrs. Simonton's kitchen, and Stanley, Billings and Ouellette did
not intend to furnish and did not in fact furnish labor and
materials having any value greater than t w o hundred fifty dollars/
and in reliance thereon and believing the pretense to be true,
Grace Simonton paid to Charles E. Stanley, Jr..and Donald
Billings seven hundred ninety two dollars

($792.00) for said

purpose and labor and materials.

REC E I V E D
iljjV

iJ/0

. '

EDWAF.t I. FLFNi'EIN
CLLHt Ui- C^J.,,3
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COUNT III

(of XIII Counts)

On or about the 20th day of June, 1974, in the County of
!

j Cumberland, State of Maine, with knowledge of the falsity thereof
and with intent to defraud Grace Simonton by inducing her to pay
him three hundred forty eight dollars, Charles E. Stanley, Jr.
did falsely pretend to Grace Simonton that state and federal sales
taxes in the aggregate amount of three hundred forty eight dollars
were due and owing with respect to the previous sale of a furnace |
and hot water heater to Grace Simonton by Charles E. Stanley, Jr.
Charles H. Smith, and Normand Ouellette, which pretense was false,
and in reliance thereon and believing the pretense to be true,
Grace Simonton paid to Charles E. Stanley, Jr. the sum of three
I
hundred forty eight dollars, in the belief she was paying federal j

and state sales taxes.

!
i
i
■>

I
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b
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COUNT IV

(of XIII Counts)

On or about the 18th day of August, 1974, in the County of
Cumberland, State of Maine, with knowledge of the falsity thereof
and with intent to defraud Grace Simonton by inducing her to pay
him thirty nine and 25/100 dollars, Charles E. Stanley, Jr. did
t

falsely pretend to Grace Simonton that sales tax in the amount of
thirty nine and 25/100 dollars was due and owing with respect to
the sale of certain lumber and building materials to Grace Simon'‘ton by one Charles H. Smith, which pretense was false, and in
reliance thereon and believing the pretense to be true, Grace
Simonton paid to Charles E. Stanley, Jr. the sum of thirty nine
and 25/100 dollars, in the belief she was paying state sales
taxes.

p
j
/
fit*
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I
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COUNT V

(of XIII Counts)

On or about the 30th day of September, 1974, in the County
of Cumberland, State of Maine, with knowledge of the falsity
thereof and with intent to defraud Grace Simonton by inducing
her to pay for certain labor and materials, Harry John Simpson,
Jr. and Charles H. Smith did falsely pretend to Grace Simonton
i

that Harry John Simpson, Jr., was an inspector for the Burnham

Boiler Company, that a floor beam in the basement of her home was
'
*
in danger of breaking and would destroy and disrupt electrical
wiring connected to her furnace and that it was necessary to
furnish, and they would furnish, labor and materials having a
value of eight hundred fifty one dollars to repair the beam and
prevent it from breaking, which pretense was false in that the
beam in question was in no danger of breaking, it was unnecessary
to do anything to prevent it from breaking and Simpson and Smith
did not intend to furnish and did not in fact furnish labor and
materials having any value greater than one hundred dollars, and
in reliance thereon and believing the pretense to be true, Grace
Simonton paid to Harry John Simpson the sum of eight hundred
fifty one dollars for said labor and materials.

RE C E I V E D
o

!J(0

EPWijRD I FE'iN3“ EIN
C t.i«K K U i- C lj J u ,3
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COUNT VI

(of XIII Counts)

On or about the 9th day of October, 1974, in the County of
Cumberland, State of Maine, with knowledge of the falsity thereof ■
and with intent to defraud Grace Simonton by inducing her to pay
for certain labor and materials, Harry John Simpson and Robert

i
I

Fortin did falsely pretend to Grace Simonton that they could and
I
would furnish labor and materials having a value of two thousand, 1
,
(
seven hundred forty nine dollars for the purpose of partially

rewiring her basement and replacing her electrical service and
I

that they would install a one hundred amphere service, which
{

pretense was false in that Simpson and Fortin could not lawfully
do the work required, did not in fact install a new electrical
service that complied with state and local law or install a one
hundred amphere service, and did not intend to furnish and did not
in fact thereafter furnish labor and materials having any value
greater than two hundred dollars, and in reliance thereon and
believing the pretense to be true, Grace Simonton paid to Harry
John Simpson the sum of two thousand, seven hundred and twenty
eight dollars for said labor and materials.

i

I

RE C E l V E D
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COUNT VII

(of XIII Counts)

On or about the 26th day of October, 1974, in the County of

Cumberland, State of Maine, with knowledge of the falsity thereof
;

and with intent to defraud Grace Simonton by inducing her to pay
for his services, Carlisle L. Lurvey, Jr., did falsely pretend to
Grace Simonton that he had been sent to make a final check of the
electrical wiring that had been installed in the basement of her
home, that he had installed an additional wire necessary to ground
the electrical system, that the value of the labor and materials
he had furnished was sixty five dollars, and that Grace Simonton
was obliged to pay him this amount, which pretense was false in
that the additional wire he installed was not necessary and was
not a sufficient ground wire for the electrical system, his labor
and materials had no value, and Grace Simonton was under no
obligation to pay anything for them, and in reliance thereon and
believing the pretense to be true, Grace Simonton paid to Carlisle
L. Lurvey, Jr. the sum of sixty five dollars.

R e

r e i v e d
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COUNT Vili
i

(of XIII Counts)

On or about the 29th and 30th days of October, 1974, in the
County of Cumberland, State of Maine, with knowledge of the
falsity thereof and with intent to defraud Grace Simonton by
inducing her to pay him one thousand one hundred sixty two dollars
Harry John Simpson did falsely pretend to Grace Simonton that he
could obtain an eight hundred seventy five dollar rebate for her
by returning a used Timken oil furnace that had been removed from
her home to the Timken factory, that the furnace would have to be
sent to Minneapolis for inspection to obtain this rebate, that
she would have to pay transportation charges and post a cash bond
in the aggregate amount of one thousand, one hundred sixty two
dollars, and that this amount would be returned to her when the
transaction had been completed, which pretense was entirely false,
and in reliance thereon and believing the pretense to be true,
Grace Simonton paid to Harry John Simpson the sum of one thousand,
one hundred sixty two dollars.

i

RECEIVED
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COUNT IX

(of XIII Counts)

On or about the 31st day of October, 1974, in the County of

Cumberland, State of Maine, with knowledge of the falsity thereof
and with intent to defraud Grace Simonton by inducing her to pay
him two thousand dollars, Paul Brown, a person whose true identity;
is unknown to the Grand Jury, did falsely pretend to Grace Simonton that he was employed by the Attorney General of Maine and was
investigating activities of Charles H. Smith, Harry John Simpson,
and Robert R. Fortin, that he could recover two thousand, five
hundred dollars out of funds Grace Simonton had previously paid
to Smith, Simpson and Fortin, and that he would require a two
thousand dollar cash bond for that purpose, which sum Grace
Simonton would have to provide, which pretense was false, and in
reliance thereon and believing the pretense to be true, Grace
Simonton paid to Paul Brown the sum of two thousand dollars.

A ,!

0

Lh'O

*
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COUNT X

(of XIII Counts)

On or about the 13th day of November, 1974, in the County of
Cumberland, State of Maine, with knowledge of the falsity thereof
and with intent to defraud Grace Simonton by inducing her to pay
them for certain labor and materials, Ronald Noel and Normand
Ouellette did falsely pretend to Grace Simonton that Ronald Noel,
using the name "Spratt", was an official inspector for Burnham,
a furnace manufacturer, that the furnace in her home required a
draft inducer to operate properly and that they would provide
labor and materials having a value of four hundred twenty-seven
dollars to furnish and install a draft inducer, which pretense
was false in that no draft inducer was required and Ronald Noel
and Normand Ouellette did not intend to furnish and did not in
fact thereafter furnish labor and materials having any value
greater than one hundred dollars, and in reliance thereon and
believing the pretense to be true, Grace Simonton paid to Normand
Ouellette the sum of four hundred twenty-seven dollars for said
labor and materials.

RE C E 1 V E D
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COUNT XI

(of XIII Counts)

On or about the 20th day of December, 1974, in the County
of Cumberland, State of Maine, with knowledge of the falsity
thereof and with intent to defraud Grace Simonton by inducing her
to pay him six thousand dollars, Paul Brown, whose true name is
unknown to the Grand Jury, did falsely pretend to Grace Simonton
that he was employed by the Attorney General's Office, that he
had been investigating Charles Smith, Harry John Simpson and
Robert Fortin, that Smith, Simpson, and Fortin would return money
they had obtained from Grace Simonton instead of risking a jail
sentence, that six thousand five hundred dollars would be returned
to her, and to enable the Attorney General's Office to proceed in
the matter it would be necessary for her to post a six thousand
dollar cash bond, which pretense was false and in reliance
thereon and believing the pretense to be true, Grace Simonton
paid to Paul Brown the sum of six thousand dollars.

REC
il.'A i
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COUNT XII

(of XIII Counts)

On or about the 2d day of January, 1975, in the County of
Cumberland, State of Maine, with knowledge of the falsity thereof
and with intent to defraud Grace Simonton by inducing her to pay
them for certain labor and materials, Normand Ouellette and Paul
Johnson did falsely pretend to Grace Simonton that all of the
pipes in her heating system required replacement at a cost of
six thousand dollars, that instead of replacing the pipes,
accumulated rust and sediment could be chemically flushed from
the pipes, and that Ouellette and Johnson would provide labor
and materials having a value of one thousand six hundred ninety
dollars to chemically flush Grace Simonton's heating system,
which pretense was false in that the pipes did not require
replacement and Ouellette and Johnson did not intend to furnish
and difl not in fact thereafter furnish labor and materials having
any value greater than one hundred dollars, and in reliance
thereon and believing the pretense to be true, Grace Simonton
paid to Normand Ouellette and Paul Johnson the sum of one thousand
six hundred ninety dollars for said labor and materials.
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COUNT XIII

(of XIII Counts)

On or about the 16th and 17th days of January, 1975, in the
County of Cumberland, State of Maine, with knowledge of the
falsity thereof and with intent to defraud Grace Simonton by
inducing her to pay for certain labor and materials, Harry John
I

Simpson, Andrew Mourgenos and William Douglas and John Doe, whose
true names are unknown to the Grand Jury, did falsely pretent to
I

Grace Simonton as follows:
1.

On January 16, 1975, that William Douglas was a

representative of Burnham Boilers, the manufacturer of Mrs.
Simonton's ¡furnace, that "a ¿heck ^epli-eseating a ¿ebate on her
• I b
n
w
a
purchase^of a new furnace’ wps '^reaSy ::or her, and that Harry John
c:
a.
1 0
: ! §
Simpson !was not a bad fellow.
CO
to
■
rj
• .
B
2. irJ0n January 17, 1;97B, tthat ip was necessary to replace
<
B
o
tiie mortar in one; of the chimneys of Grace Simojjiti:on 1s home to
O
> B
f
« «j
tr
t<
fi
prevent otit from collapsing bn riier ’rq<pf, that ^he; value of the
w
' t; b
H
td
(I)
iT)
ÌH
B
jjihis purpose was three
l£bor and tojaterials require
n
'd
h
S5
thousand^ six hundred dol;laors that John Doe ^aè in the business
'
■H
M
.
of ¡repairing chimneys, an-d hat Simpson i-and Doe (vould furnish
fO

ru

,

ru

¡1

labor and materials to repair the chimney for three thousand
dollars; which pretenses were false in that the chimney was not
likely to fall, replacement of mortar would not prevent it from
falling, the value of labor and materials required for this
purpose was not three thousand six hundred dollars, and Harry
John Simpson and John Doe did not intend to furnish and did not
in fact thereafter furnish any labor and materials whatever, and
in reliance thereon and believing the pretenses to be true,
Grace Simonton paid to Harry John Simpson the sum of three
thousand dollars for said labor and materials.

June

1975.

A True Bill.
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STATE OF MAINE
{'
j KENNEBEC, SS
IN RE:

j
r

.

SACO MOTORS, INC.
]
ROUTE 1
]
SACO", MAINE
04072
]
and
]
RAY LEPAGE, individually]
and as VICE-PRESIDENT
]
of SACO MOTORS, INC.
]

..

I.

,

ASSURANCE OF
DISCONTINUANCE

<

In accordance with the provisions of Title 5 of the Maine
*

Revised Statutes Annotated, Sections 206-214, more commonly known

n
r

■
j;as the Unfair Trade Practices
r
i
!'of the State of Maine, acting
ju ;
j
]
State
of
Maine,
conducted
an
jj

,
*
Act, Jon A. Lund, Attorney General
*
to protect the consumers of the
*
■ » .•
investigation of certain sales and

!,reporting practices utilized by Saco Motors, Inc., Route 1, Saco
.Maine 04072, and Ray LePage,
¡of Saco Motors,

individually and as Vice-President

Inc., all hereinafter referred to as SMI'.

The

Attorney General has specifically questioned the following pracl
i
*
‘f
.
tices of SMI:
1.

Incorrectly reporting on the State of Maine, Motor

Vehicle Division - Notice of Sale form the number of miles
a motor vehicle which SMI sold has been driven.
2.

Failing to disclose to a purchaser of a motor

vehicle that said motor vehicle has sustained collision
damage resulting in repairs totaling at least four hundred
($400) dollars for labor and parts when SMI has actual
knowledge of these facts.

II.
SMI has advised the Attorney General that since these matters
; have been brought to its attention,

it has, without admitting

that these practices are in violation of Title 5, M.R.S.A.

§206-

214, acrreed not to enuauc in such practices in the future.

i
c
Cy

■

III.
SMI assures the Attorney General that it will pay a sum of
i
money not less than one hundred

($100) dollars to Guy R. Bouthot,

9 Southgate Avenue, Bidaeford and to Valentine Hollingsworth,
South Maine Street, Kennebunk within 60 days after the date on
i:
] which this Assurance is filed in Kennebec County Superior Court
T
j in exchange for a release from Mr. Hollingsworth and from Mr.
! Bouthot for any and all claims each may have as a result of the
I

¡'purchase of a motor vehicle from SMI. Within 15 days after the
t
date on which this Assurance is filed in Kennebec County Superior
|Court, SMI shall notify Mr. Bouthot and Mr. Hollingsworth in
j|
jwriting of its willingness to negotiate a monetary settlement of
l!

1! not less than one hundred
|l

Ji this

Assurance.

($100) dollars and attach a copy of

If SMI and Mr. Hollingsworth or SMI and Mr.

I; Bouthot cannot agree to a settlement of not less than one hundred
:
i; ($100) dollars in exchange for said release within 60 days, all
I
'
> rights Mr. Hollingsworth or Mr. Bouthot may have under this
)■
;
paragraph are void.
l'f
{
I

IV.
SMI further assures the Attorney General that it will submit

jr
an affidavit of compliance with the resitution provision stated
in paragraph III including a statement of the amount actually
I
j paid within seventy-five (75) days after the date this Assurance
is filed in Kennebec County Superior Court.

V

STATE OF MAINE
SUPERIOR COURT

KENNEBEC, S S .
JAMES S. ERWIN, Attorney General
of the State of Maine
vs.
SWEARINGEN MOTORS,-INC., a duly
authorized Maine Corporation
having a usual place of business
in Portland, Maine

!!
I;

)
)
)
)

ASSURANCE OF
DISCONTINUANCE
Case No.

208____

ASSURANCE OF DISCONTINUANCE
■ Pursuant to the provisions of the Maine Revised Statutes
Annotated, Title 5, Sections 206-212, James S. Erwin, Attorney

I General of the State of Maine, caused an investigation to be
w

, made into certain methods, acts and practices used by Swearingen
i
! Motors, Inc., a duly organised Maine Corporation having as its
usual principal place of business 295 Forest Avenue, Portland^
Maine, engaged in the business of selling motor vehicles,
hereinafter referred to as "Swearingen"; and based upon such
j investigation has reason to- believe that said Swearingen is
|i using methods, acts— and practices declared to be unlawful by
I • .

.

■ .

-

j Section 207 of Title 5 of the Maine Revised Statutes Annotated.
Such methods,■acts and practices include:
I;
1.

The advertisement for sale of used cars, which used

ii
¡j cars show odometer mileage readings of less than the odometer
f
mileage readings at the time of acquisition of said used cars
l:
¡j by Swearingen.
j

2.

The sale of used cars, and misrepresentation as to the

■ present mileage on related documents of sale or guarantee, on
which thp odometer has been turned bach prior to the time of
sale.
3.

The use o f .deceptive sales practice whereby used cars

were offered for sale on which the odometers had been turned

! back so as to mjsLead a prospective purchaser as to the number of
j miles traveled by the offered cars.
The purpose of said methods, acts, and practices was to
: obtain customers and sales for Swearingen's business.
*

II

It appears that proceedings'to restrain and enjoin the
i use of such methods, acts and practices would be in the public
.
• •
interest.
It further appears that said Swearingen is willing to enter
into an agreement to terminate the methods, acts and practices
! complained of by the Attorney General, and the Attorney General

J!

being agreeable does accept this Assurance of Discontinuance
pursuant to Title 5, Maine Revised Statutes Annotated, Sections
206-212 in lieu of commencing a statutory proceeding under
I Section 210 of said Title.
Swearingen enters into this Assurance without admitting that
it has violated the law, except as here and after provided:
1.

IT IS HEREBY AGREED by Swearingen that it will not

engage in the following practices :
a.

The advertising for sale cars upon which the

1odometers have been turned back or which Swearingen has reason
to believe, that odometers were turned back.
b. The sale of cars, and the notation of mileage
I
:on any documents of sale or related documents, when the odometer
on such cars has beéïi turned back.
c.

The use of any misleading practice, including

|but not limiting to turning back odometers, which practice will
in any manner mislead or tend to mislead a prospective purchaser
as to the actual mileage traveled by such car.
2.

.

IT IS HEREBY AGREED by Swearingen that it will make

Iprompt restitution of all monies collected and that all contracts
[

entered into by Maine consumers will be promptly cancelled,in
any instance where money was obtained or the contract consummated
.

i

as the result of mxsrepresentation or the admission of a material
.
*
I
.
.
.
1
fact, including but not limited to contracts entered into m
reliance upon them the then mileage reading of the odometer when
said odometer had in fact been turned back.
'The Attorney General shall be the final judge of whether
such restitution or cancellation is warranted.
3;.

IT IS HEREBY FURTHER AGREED by Swearingen that all

agreements made by herein are made in consideration of the
forbearance by the Attorney General to commence a statutory
♦
proceeding under the Maine Revised Statutes, Title 5, Section 209,
: •■Swearingen* its officers, agents and servants have been
advised by the Attorney General of their rights to be represented
by counsel.
It is understood- and agreed by the parties hereto that no
j!
j! proceedings shall be instituted hereafter by the Attorney General
l

¡| on the specific activities covered by this Agreement unless the
Agreement shall have been breached or violated.
if
DATED:

JAMES S. ERWIN
Attorney General
State of Maine

by_
P. J. PERRINO, JR.
Assistant Attorney General

SWEARINGEN MOTORS,

INC.

By. fi îm t
$ £ , k h ',
Duly authorized to execute
this Assurance of Discon
tinuance

T

STATE OF MAINE
DEPARTMENT OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL
TOi

Arthur M. Waterman, as President
William C. Rowell as Treasurer
Barnett I. Shur as Clerk
Margaret 0. Rowell as a Director
of Swearingen Motors, Inc.
295 Forest Avenue
Portland, Maine

CIVIL INVESTIGATIVE
DEMAND NO.
113____

You are hereby required to produce and make available for
inspection and copying or reproduction and to deliver to the
members of the Attorney General's staff named herein, at the
offices of Swearingen Motors,

Inc., located in Portland, Maine,

the documentary material in your possession, custody or
control described on the attached schedule, on the 11th day
of January, 1971, at 10:00 a.m. in the forenoon.
You are hereby required to attend and have your testimony
taken 'under oath.
This notice of examination is issued pursuant to Maine
Revised Statutes Annotated, Title 5, Sections 206-212, as
amended, relating to Unfair Trade Practices, a copy of which
is attached.
It is believed that certain sales techniques of Swearingen
Motors,

Inc., are unfair trade practices under Section 207

of the above cited law, in that they amount to false and
deceptive trade practices.
Motors,

The sales methods at Swearingen

Inc., shall be the general subject matter of the

investigation.
For the purposes of this investigation, the documentary
material in the attached schedule shall be made available to
the following members of the Attorney General's staff:
P. J. Perrino, Jr., Assistant Attorney General, John E. Quinn,

Assistant Attorney General, and Detective Earl A. Haines,
Investigator.
Your attention is directed to the provisions of
Section 212 of the above cited law which makes failure to
appear or obstruction of this investigation punishable by
a fine of up to five thousand dollars

($5,000.).

Issued at Augusta, Maine, this 23rd day of December,

1970.

JAMES S. ERWIN
Attorney General,
/

BY
Y.-Jo PERRINO, JR.
Assistant Attorney General
Consumer Protection Division

STATE OE MAJ.TE
DEPARTMENT OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL
CIVIL INVESTIGATIVE
DEMAND NO.
113
SCHEDULE OF REQUIRED MATERIAL
In order to determine the facts in this matter,

it will

he necessary to examine all relevant hooks, correspondence,
memoranda, records,

files and documents relating to the

subject matter herein.

Unless otherwise indicated, the time

period involved is' January 1, 1970 to date.
For the purpose of this investigation, and for the
official use of the Department, you are hereby formally
requested to grant access for review and copying, where
necessary, to the following:
(1)

Any and all journals, ledgers, records or files

pertaining to the purchase, sale and transfer of new and
used automobiles.
(2) Any and all materials and instruments used for the
purpose of resetting odometers.
(3)

A written statement disclosing the names and

•addresses of all salesmen from January 1, 1970, to date.
(4)

A written statement disclosing the names and

addresses of all mechanics from January 1, 1970, to date.

